
ADVERTISEMENTS THAT
HAVE BOWLED US OVER
THIS IPL SEASON!



Introduction

Some IPL promotions end up being super-captivating.
Cricket as a game is all the more a brought together
feeling in India. With regards to IPL, promotions are
inescapable. Each IPL Season sees some attractive
Ads that make us miracle, laugh or laugh
uncontrollably! As we bond over this cheerful game
with our companions and family this season



Write your topic or ideaLet’s check out the top 6 IPL 2021 Ads that have
swept us all off our couches



CRED is an Indian fintech start-up based
out of Bangalore that enables customers to
make credit card payments and earn
rewards through their App

GREAT FOR THE
GOOD – CRED



Without uttering a word, the Ad resonates
with the audience, captures their attention,
conveys the brand significance and makes
them smile, all at the same time!

FOUND YOURSELF IN A
FIX?
#BESTTOJUSTPHONEPE



“Yahan pure team ne naam roshan kia aur
tu humein yahan se le jane bol raha hai.”
This inspiring Ad trumps your heart with its
goodness element

EK INDIA HAPPYWALA –
VIVO IPL



Gratitude is a strong emotion, and this Cadbury
Dairy Milk Ad features their team thanking them
for their relentless efforts

#SAYTHANKYOU –
CADBURY DAIRY MILK 



Celebrating Team spirit, the Dream 11 Ad this IPL
season features MS Dhoni playing cricket on a
dark street where the batsman asks for a draw.

#TEAMHAITOHMAZAAHAI
– DREAM11



Celebrating Team spirit, the Dream 11 Ad this IPL
season features MS Dhoni playing cricket on a
dark street where the batsman asks for a draw.

TUG OF WAR-DROBE –
LIVSPACE



Conclusion

IPL has consistently been an incredible promoting and showcasing
mode for brands. Promoting on each stage, advanced or something
else, needs an effective Ad that can make a one of a kind specialty in
the intended interest group's brain. On the off chance that you've not
looked at these IPL 2021 Ads yet, do try it out. Drawing in at its best,
they likewise reveal to you how a significant promoting and
advertising methodology can say a lot for your image!

To know more about IPL Ads 2021, Click here

https://www.theimpulsedigital.com/blog/advertisements-that-have-bowled-us-over-this-ipl-season/
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